Key Speaker – Cari Taplin is a nationally respected genealogy speaker and instructor. She is a Board Certified Genealogist and a recent teacher at GRIP. See her great website: www.genealogypants.com

--- Conference Topics ---

Using Timelines to Analyze Your Research – In-depth and difficult research tasks create large amounts of data to compare and analyze. Discover analysis methods using tables and timelines to solve problems.

From Deeds to Dirt: Case Studies in Analyzing Research With Maps – Our ancestors existed in a time and a place. Maps are one way to give the names and dates in our genealogical research more life, context, and excitement.

How’d You Find That? Tips for Locating Obscure or Hidden Records – These “out there” records can solve tough problems. How do you find them?

An Obituary Obsession – Exploring obituaries as a starting point in genealogy research. Cari shares tips and nuances from her collection of 200 obituaries.

Sponsored by the Wichita Genealogical Society

Learn More and Register: www.wichitagensoc.org

Things to Know

What
Wichita Genealogical Society 12th Annual Conference

When
October 5, 2024
Doors Open 8:00 A.M.
Opening Remarks 8:45
Ends 3:30

Where
Hughes Metropolitan Complex
5015 E. 29th St. N., Wichita, KS

Venue
Spacious Hall
Two Large Screens
Comfortable Table Seating
Convenient Location
Adjacent Free Parking
ADA Compliant

Features
Genealogy Exhibitors
Raffle of Genealogy Prizes
Continental Breakfast
Buffet Lunch

KS & OK Genealogists
For our genealogy friends throughout Kansas and Oklahoma – If you are a member of any genealogy society in KS or OK, register at our member rate.